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Senior Technical Writer, Munro & Associates, Inc.

Dave DeWolf has worked in the technical communication field for over twentyfive years. His primary role has been as a documentation specialist, mostly in the
automotive industry. Currently, Dave works in Munro’s Design Profit®
development group where he documents new software features, such as the
costing model. Dave also supports Munro’s sales and marketing efforts by writing
articles and reviewing proposals.
Prior to joining Munro, Dave wrote government certification documents for onboard diagnostic systems (OBD). Working under contract at Bosch, the largest
automotive supplier in the world, Dave served as the lead contact for over 400
emissions relevant fault paths and presented the final product to Fiat Chrysler for
approval. Fiat Chrysler successfully certified their vehicles for production.
While employed at MAHLE Powertrain, Dave wrote calibration guides for General
Motors Hybrid Electric Vehicles, working onsite at GM’s Proving Grounds in
Milford, Michigan. Also at MAHLE, Dave spent 8 years at the Chrysler Proving
Grounds in Chelsea, Michigan, documenting various powertrain control systems
for Chrysler’s latest electronic control modules.
Dave’s past projects also include requirements gathering and web publishing for
Ford Motor Company, and various other engineering specifications such as:
software documentation, user interface design, and online help for Ford
diagnostic service tools. Dave has also developed service manuals, performed
customer support, and been a team leader.
Dave spent 2 years at Michigan Technological University in Houghton, Michigan
studying an electrical engineering curriculum before obtaining a BA in English at
Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan. In his spare time, when he is not
doing home repairs, yard work, or watching the Tigers and Red Wings, Dave
enjoys reading world literature and classic science fiction. He lives in Hamburg,
Michigan with his wife and two teen age children.
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